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An excited well-deformed rotational band has been observed in the $N = Z$ odd-odd nucleus $^{58}$Cu. The first excited state in this band decays via $\gamma$ emission to the spherical states associated with the first minimum in the potential, thus providing for its unambiguous assignment to $^{58}$Cu. In contrast, its bandhead decays via emission of a prompt 2.4(1) MeV proton to an excited state in the daughter nucleus $^{57}$Ni. This is the first observation of proton decay from states associated with a deformed secondary minimum in the potential. Self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations reproduce well both the large collectivity of this band and the general trend of its moment of inertia. [S0031-9007(98)05701-9]

Nuclei just above the doubly magic nucleus $^{56}$Ni are excellent candidates for the study of competition between collective and single-particle excitations. At low spins, the properties of the $A \approx 60$ nuclei are governed by the $1f_{5/2}$, $2p_{3/2}$, and $2p_{1/2}$ spherical shell-model orbitals. However, at higher spins and excitation energies the particle-hole excitations from the $1f_{7/2}$ orbital below the $Z, N = 28$ shell gap to the $1g_{9/2}$ high-$j$ orbitals above the gap give rise to deformed secondary minima in the potential and collective behavior. Collectivity arising from excitations to the $1g_{9/2}$ orbitals has been attributed to the deformed configurations in the heavier nuclei [1] and the excited well-deformed and superdeformed bands in the $A = 60$ region [2] that was recently discovered [3]. A unique feature of these medium-mass nuclei is that since the number of valence particles is not prohibitively large for the new generation of shell-model calculations and, at the same time, is large enough to create substantial collectivity, these systems provide a testing ground to confront large-scale spherical shell model [4,5] with cluster models [6] and the approaches based on the mean-field theory [7].

Another interesting facet of the proton-rich nuclei in this region is that, due to a very low Coulomb barrier, proton emission plays an important role in the decay of their excited states. Indeed, proton radioactivity was first discovered in the decay of the $I^+ = 19/2^-$ isomeric state in $^{53}$Co [8]. $\beta$-delayed proton emission [9] and proton emission from highly excited Gamow-Teller resonance states [10] have also been observed in nuclei around $^{56}$Ni. However, due to the narrow energy window in which the process can occur [11] no ground-state proton emitters have been identified in this region [12]. In this Letter, we report the first observation of prompt decay of a well-deformed excited rotational band via emission of monoenergetic protons. This takes place in the $N = Z$ nucleus $^{58}$Cu.

The low-lying excited states in $^{58}$Cu have been previously studied using light ion induced reactions [13–15]. Our experiment was performed at the 88-Inch Cyclotron at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. High-spin states in $^{58}$Cu were populated using the reaction $^{28}$Si($^{36}$Ar, $\alpha$ $p\gamma$) at 143 MeV beam energy. The target consisted of a 0.42 mg/cm$^2$ layer of $^{28}$Si (99.1% enrichment) that was evaporated onto a 0.9 mg/cm$^2$ Ta foil. The Ta foil faced the beam and resulted in an effective beam energy of 136 MeV. The Gammasphere array [16], consisting of 82 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors, was used to detect prompt $\gamma$ radiation. Channel selection was achieved by detecting evaporated charged particles in the $4\pi$ CsI ball Microball [17] and neutrons in 15 liquid scintillator neutron detectors at the most forward angles. The event trigger required detection of either two $\gamma$ rays and one neutron or three $\gamma$ rays. Nearly $2 \times 10^9$ events were collected and sorted off-line into various $E_\gamma$ projections, $E_\gamma$-$E_\gamma$ matrices, and $E_\gamma$-$E_\gamma$-$E_\gamma$ cubes subject to appropriate evaporated particle conditions. Protons and $\alpha$ particles were identified and well separated in the Microball using two independent pulse-shape discrimination techniques [17]. The energies of the charged particles detected in the Microball were used to determine the momenta of the recoiling residual nuclei on an event-by-event basis. This allowed a more precise Doppler-shift correction of the $\gamma$-ray energies, thus significantly improving their energy resolution. Neutrons and $\gamma$ rays were discriminated via pulse-shape analysis of the neutron detector signals and time-of-flight measurements.

Successive subtractions of contaminations from higher fold charged-particle channels, which leaked through when one or more charged particles escaped detection,
resulted in purified $^{58}$Cu singles projection and $\gamma\gamma$ matrices. The partial cross section for $^{58}$Cu was estimated to be $\sigma_{rel} = 0.3\%$.

Coincidence, intensity balance, and summed energy relations were used to deduce the level scheme illustrated in Fig. 1, which encompasses the previously identified $^{58}$Cu states and $^{57}$Ni transitions. The other reported $\gamma$ rays were not observed because the corresponding levels, in particular, the $T^{-1}$ isobaric analog states of $^{58}$Ni, have low spin values and are about 1 MeV above the yrast line. Spin and parity assignments were based on directional correlations of oriented states (DCO ratios) and angular distributions from the purified singles projections at different Ge-detector angles.

Figure 2 shows three $\gamma$-ray spectra gated with both evaporation particles (one $\alpha$, one neutron, and zero or one proton) and a variety of gates on $\gamma$ rays in $^{58}$Cu. Figure 2(a) is the sum of spectra gated with the 444, 515, 1105, and 1621 keV transitions from the low-lying spherical states in $^{58}$Cu. In addition to transitions from other spherical states, it shows $\gamma$ rays from the rotational band displayed on the right-hand side of Fig. 1, and the 4171 keV transition that links this rotational band to the 5574 keV level. Both the transitions within this band and its decay path to the spherical states in $^{58}$Cu are prominently displayed in panel (b) which is the sum of two spectra gated with the intraband 1197 and 1576 keV $\gamma$ rays. Using the residual Doppler shift method [18], we deduced an average transition quadrupole moment of $Q_{\gamma} = 2.0(2) \, \text{e} \cdot \text{b}$ [or an average collectivity of 100 W.u. (Weisskopf unit)] for this rotational band. This corresponds to a quadrupole deformation of $\beta_2 = 0.37$ for an axially symmetric nucleus.

Another interesting feature of the spectrum shown in Fig. 2(b) is that it also shows an intense $\gamma$ ray at 830 keV and, unexpectedly, several low-lying transitions (769, 1124, 2577, and 2932 keV) that belong to the isotone $^{57}$Ni [19]. Indeed, a spectrum gated with the 830 keV $\gamma$ ray [Fig. 2(c)] shows strong transitions associated with both the rotational band in $^{58}$Cu and the low-lying states in $^{57}$Ni, but provides evidence for only a weak $\gamma$ branch from the 8915 keV bandhead state into the spherical states of $^{58}$Cu. These data indicate that the 8915 keV state decays predominantly via proton emission into the 3701 keV level in the daughter nucleus $^{57}$Ni. This was confirmed through examination of proton-energy spectra (in the center of mass) that are shown in Figs. 2(d)–2(f). These spectra were generated in prompt coincidence with the same gates used in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), respectively, except that one additional proton was required. While Fig. 2(d) shows the energy distribution characteristic of evaporation protons, panels 2(e) and 2(f) reveal a sharp peak at 2.4(1) MeV with a full width at half maximum of 0.7 MeV. The yield $Y$ of 2.4 MeV protons in the four most-forward rings of Microball were
used to estimate the proton angular distribution. (Beyond the fourth ring, the laboratory energy of the proton peak starts merging into the energy threshold of the Microball CsI detectors.) The ratio $R = Y(15\%) / Y(85\%) = 3.5$ corresponds to a much larger anisotropy than that of statistically evaporated protons, and is consistent with a proton angular momentum of $l = 3−5$ [20]. All this information indicates clearly that the observed proton peak is associated with a discrete transition from the 8915 keV state in $^{58}$Cu to a level tentatively assigned as $9/2^+$ in $^{57}$Ni. The binding-energy difference of $^{58}$Cu and $^{57}$Ni + $\gamma$ is 2.874(3) MeV inferred from known masses. Together with the $\gamma$-ray transition energies this implies $Q_\gamma = 2.341(5)$ MeV for the proton branch. This energy accounts for the kinetic energy of the proton [$E_p = 2.301(5) \text{ MeV}$] and the $^{57}$Ni residue [21]. Possible values of $J$, the spin of the level at 8915 keV, fall in the range of 7 to 9.

Yields of the $\gamma$ rays in coincidence with the 1197 keV gate were used to characterize the decay of the level at 9745 keV: (i) nearly 2/3 of the population remains in the rotational band, (ii) $\gamma$ decay to the spherical states accounts for about 30% of the flux, and (iii) up to 8% of the decay intensity may proceed via a 3008 keV proton into the 11/2$^+$ state in $^{57}$Ni. The branching ratios and the experimental value of $\bar{Q}_\gamma = 2.0(3) \text{ e b}$ for the rotational band can be used to estimate a partial lifetime of $\tau > 12$ ps for this (tentative) proton branch. In contrast, the decay of the 8915 keV level is dominated by proton emission, with the $\gamma$ branch into known levels of $^{58}$Cu accounting for less than 3% of the deexcitation of this state. Assuming that (i) all of the $\gamma$ decay of this level proceeds via the 2330 keV transition, and (ii) the hindrance factor for this transition is approximately the same as that of the 1519 or 4171 keV interband $\gamma$ rays, we obtained crude upper limits of, respectively, 0.1 and 8 ps for the partial lifetime of the 2341 keV proton branch. (This is well within the upper limit of $\tau < 3 \text{ ns}$ required for the observation of the proton decay of $^{58}$Cu inside of the Microball.) The inset in Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of the two decay modes of the deformed secondary minimum in $^{58}$Cu: (i) via $\gamma$ emission to the first minimum in $^{58}$Cu, and (ii) by proton emission to the excited states in $^{57}$Ni.

The spherical states in the first minimum of $^{58}$Cu and their electromagnetic decay properties are well described by shell-model calculations in the $fp$ shell. It is only at high spins that collective structures come into play. They are due to particle-hole excitations involving $1f_{7/2}$ holes and $1g_{9/2}$ particles and, therefore, can be conveniently labeled as $\nu^4p^4\pi^4\rho^4$; i.e., by the number of neutrons (protons) occupying the $1g_{9/2}$ ($N = 4$) intruder levels. Their theoretical description has been obtained within the Skyrme–Hartree-Fock (HF) method and the cranking approximation, but without pairing [22]. Calculations were performed using the numerical code HFODD (v1.75) [23] and the Skyrme interactions SkM* [24], SLy4 [25], SkP [26], and SIII [27].

The collective near-yrast structures in $^{58}$Cu are shown in Fig. 3. At low spins, the collective yrast line corresponds to a band involving no $N = 4$ intruders but two holes in the $1f_{7/2}$ subshell. At $I = 12$, this band is crossed by the very favored and strongly elongated band $\nu^4p^4\pi^4$ involving two neutron and two proton $1f_{7/2}$ holes. As seen in Fig. 4 (inset), the proton quadrupole moment, $Q_0$, in this band slowly decreases from the value of $Q_0 = 2.5 \text{ e b}$ ($\beta = 0.44$) at a rotational frequency of $\omega = 0$ to $Q_0 = 1.5 \text{ e b}$ ($\beta = 0.30$) at $\hbar \omega = 2 \text{ MeV}$. This variation in shape, common for all interactions used, can be attributed to a smooth band termination [2] that results from the gradual alignment of the individual nucleons forming the intrinsic configuration. This is accompanied with a decrease in $J^{(2)}$ which is seen experimentally and is nicely reproduced by calculations. The $\nu^4p^4\pi^4$ band remains yrast up to the terminating spin of $I = 29$ when it is crossed by superdeformed structures involving three and four $N = 4$ intruders. It is to be noted that at $I \approx 20$ ($\hbar \omega \approx 1 \text{ MeV}$) the yrast band $\nu^4p^4\pi^4$ is very well separated from other collective structures by a ~4 MeV gap. This reflects the presence of the deformed shell gaps that appear in the single-particle Routhian spectra at particle numbers $Z,N = 29$, making $^{58}$Cu a deformed “doubly magic” core.

The moments of inertia $J^{(2)}$ calculated with several Skyrme interactions for the yrast band $\nu^4p^4\pi^4$ are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 4. The best agreement with the data is obtained for the SIII and SLy4 interactions, but the SkM* results are also fairly close to the data. The force SkP reproduces well the $\omega$ dependence seen experimentally, but it overestimates the experimental $J^{(2)}$ by about $3\hbar^2/\text{MeV}$. The systematic analysis

![FIG. 3. Energies of collective rotational bands in $^{58}$Cu calculated in the cranked HF method with the SLy4 effective interaction and normalized to the rigid-rotor reference. Only the lowest bands of the given $1g_{9/2}$ contents, $\nu^4p^4\pi^4\rho^4$, are shown. Positive and negative parity bands are drawn by full and dashed lines, respectively.](image-url)
of high-spin properties of modern effective interactions in this and other mass regions still remains to be done. It is one of the most important aspects of the high-spin nuclear theory program today.

At present, no reliable calculation for proton emission from a very deformed state to a nearly spherical configuration in the daughter nucleus exists. For the proton in the spherical $1g_{9/2}$ shell, the spherical WKB estimate gives extremely short half-lives, namely, less than $10^{-15}$ s for proton energies greater than 1.9 MeV. This estimate is, however, modified by (i) deformation of the parent nucleus which lowers the Coulomb barrier and mixes the wave functions of the proton orbitals near the Fermi surface, and (ii) significant retardation due to the small overlap of the wave functions of the deformed and spherical configurations in the parent and daughter nuclei, respectively. The latter factor seems to be more important in view of the estimated limits for the partial half-lives of the proton branches.

In summary, we have observed a well-deformed rotational band in the odd-odd $N=Z$ nucleus $^{58}$Cu, which is interpreted as the intruder band built upon an excited configuration involving two particles in the $1g_{9/2}$ shell and four holes in the $1f_{7/2}$ shell. Self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations reproduce well the experimentally observed large quadrupole moment of this band and the gradual decrease in its $J^{(2)}$ moment of inertia with increasing spin. The latter trend is attributed to the gradual loss of collectivity and approach to band termination at high spins. Most interestingly, deexcitation of this band proceeds by both $\gamma$ emission to the spherical states in $^{58}$Cu, and by prompt discrete proton emission to the daughter nucleus $^{57}$Ni. This constitutes the first observation of proton decay of a state associated with a deformed secondary minimum in the potential.
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